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Looks Like Viscera
Folds, Wraps, and Relations in the Southern Andes

Francisco Pazzarelli 

Abstract: This article explores how viscera, bodies, and forces emerge 
in resemblance to one another. In the connections between the animals’ 
butcher, the treatment of body parts, and the rituals of herd marking 
in the Argentinean highlands, folds and wrappings of viscera, leathers, 
meats, and dances make things ‘look like’ something else in different 
scales, highlighting correspondences or reflections between entities. Each 
level of these compositions refers to another, and a change in one can 
affect all of them. Resemblances are constantly evaluated and topologi-
cally manipulated, either to enable their mutual stimulation or to avoid 
connections and thus to establish differences between the perspectives of 
different beings. This article argues that the fabrication of similarities and 
differences through the manipulation of resemblances offers a privileged 
key to an understanding of Andean and Amerindian sociality.

Keywords: Argentina, body, perspectivism, relations, resemblances, South-
ern Andes, topology, viscera

La société, nous le savons maintenant, consiste dans un échange de reflets.

— Gabriel Tarde, Fragment d’histoire future

Among the Andean shepherds of Huachichocana in northern Argentina, the 
loops and spiraling shape of the upper colon of sheep and goats are food for 
thought. The central flexure of the colonic disc defines a transitional segment 
in the gut, where the centripetal force moving the fecal matter inward becomes 
centrifugal and drives it toward the rectum, where it is expelled out of the body 
(fig. 1). The people of Huachichocana call this gut a corral, using the same Span-
ish word they use for animal corrals. According to them, there are strong resem-
blances, or señas, between the stone pens where goats and sheep are kept and 
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the loops of the guts that the animals have wrapped in their bodies. “It is a corral 
because it looks like a corral,” they argue. This article serves as a departure point 
to explore the nature of forms and forces in the Southern Andes.

English anthropologist Tristan Platt (1986: 255–256; cf. Harris 1986) sug-
gested that contemporary (and probably past) Andean thought privileges 
square shapes and especially corners to deal with different levels of socio-
cosmological dualism and oppositions, approaching a ‘logic of forms’ (Lévi-
Strauss 1966). These relations between forms seem to be everywhere, reflecting 
each other as mirrors. This “reflection” is described as a “redundant repetition” 
or “homology” between different levels of thought and social organization, 
one containing another (Platt 1986: 235, 255). Along with Platt’s ideas, Bas-
tien ([1978] 1996: 93) wrote that humans and mountains (and other beings) 
are related as “infinite reflections of mirrors of different shapes,” like a fractal 
multiplication (see also Bastien 1985: 609n2). In this article I will return to 
this pertinent (and beautiful) insight of ‘thinking with forms’ to explore the 
ethnographic material of Huachichocana, a small indigenous community of the 
Argentinian Andes. However, as suggested by the initial example, rather than 
lines and squares, I will focus on circular and spiral1 forms and forces, and on 
the topological operations of folds and wrappings.

Figure 1: Corral of guts. Huachichocana, August 2018. Photograph © Francisco 
Pazzarelli
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To do so, I will discuss part of my ethnographic work carried out over the 
last few years, describing the ways in which these relations emerge during the 
process of animal butchering and in the señaladas, the rituals of herd mark-
ing. First, I will present some insights on the relational universe associated 
with corrals that reveal the importance of folding and wrapping operations as 
conditions for existence. In dialogue with other authors (Arnold and Yapita 
2001; Cereceda (1976) 2010; Franquemont et al. 1992), I will discuss how these 
forms, folds, and wraps could be seen as forces that are replicated in different 
scales. The resemblances between forms/forces help to reveal connections 
between different beings and domains of local socio-cosmology. Similar ideas 
have been described as an expression of an Andean animism (Allen 1982, 2015) 
and as part of a thought that would develop, at least partially, from different 
‘correspondences’ or ‘analogies’ (Arnold 1996; Arnold and Yapita 2001; Arnold 
et al. 1992; Arnold et al. 1996). Second, I will discuss how these resemblances 
may connect unwanted worlds of relations, especially those enacted from the 
perspective of predators, such as pumas, that try to attack the shepherd’s world 
of relations. I will argue that folds and wrappings can be manipulated in order 
to twist these relations and to prevent connections. At this point, it is impor-
tant to consider the Andean reflections on merographic connections (Arnold 
and Yapita 2001; Strathern 1999) and on perspectivism (Allen 2015; Arnold 
and Yapita 2006; Viveiros de Castro 2002) that would allow us to evaluate and 
describe different types of resemblances. Finally, I will advance some ideas to 
illustrate that the ways of establishing relations in the mountains are a constant 
game involving the construction of similarities and differences. In keeping with 
the comparative spirit of this special issue, I will also reflect upon the potential 
Andean contribution toward a more general discussion about relations in the 
Amerindian world.

Topologies of Butchering

Huachichocana is a small aboriginal community located in the ravine and pre-
Puna region of the Tumbaya department (Jujuy, Argentina), at 3,200–4,000 
meters altitude. During my fieldwork, seven families permanently inhabited the 
place, comprising about 30 to 40 people, including adults and children. This 
number increases during some rituals or feasts, with the arrival of relatives who 
have migrated to nearby communities and towns. The huacheños have a pasto-
ral agricultural economy, based on the cultivation of different kinds of potatoes, 
fava beans, maize, and alfalfa (grown to feed livestock) and on the breeding of 
sheep and goats (the main source of meat, milk, leather, and wool), along with 
some llamas, cows, pigs, and chickens. Despite this productive diversity, they 
recognize themselves as shepherds. In fact they are full-time herders, with some 
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families taking care of hundreds of animals and making dozens of kilograms of 
cheese when milk is plentiful in the summer. Herding thus defines much of their 
calendars, routines, and circulations through space, within the framework of a 
rotational system of residence, where some areas are occupied in the wet sea-
son and others in the dry season (see Lema 2014). The consumption of animal 
meat occurs daily as an essential part of meals, and the slaughter of animals is 
common to all families.

The butchering process starts with shepherds choosing an animal (a goat or 
sheep). They take it out of the corral, lay it on its left side, and then quickly cut 
the throat, pasando el cuchillo (passing the knife), while holding the head fac-
ing east toward the morning sun to ensure future reproduction. When the head 
is partially separated from the body, the ánimu (main spirit of animals and 
people) also separates and heads eastward. This process must happen quickly 
to avoid suffering; otherwise, the ánimu could take revenge. It could be said 
that shepherds must fabricate a proper exit and show the way to the ánimu, 
so that it leaves and does not come back. The procedure of disgorging and 
handling the blood is called hacer carne (making meat), because this is when 
the flesh itself comes into existence. The shepherds repeatedly explained to me 
that although they choose a large and fat animal, the body can reveal itself as 
thin and empty inside if they do not perform a proper killing. Therefore, to kill 
an animal supposes an uncertainty that is resolved when the body is opened 
and herders verify whether “the meat was made.”

This process also allows evaluations of the health of the slaughtered animal 
and of the past and future of herd reproduction. During the breeding of ani-
mals, shepherds seek to form a unit inside the corral: a group of well-behaved 
animals, usually called hacienda or simply corral. However, this unit is always 
fragile because the animals could become chúcaros (wild). The relationships 
with (and within) the hacienda depend on the shepherd’s efforts to continu-
ously reach an equilibrium—a constant flux of reproduction and the birth of 
animals, their feeding and growth, and their ‘proper deaths’. A group of healthy 
and fat animals is the visible expression of good herding relations, past and 
present, and fosters fertile relations that reflect a favorable future for the cor-
ral. These resemblances between things or relations are called señas and are 
found throughout most of the Andes. The best known may be those described 
in the literature as omens: small events or facts (the song of a bird, the fat of 
a sheep) announcing something (a weather change, a fertile future) that must 
be decoded so that one can act accordingly (Kessel and Enríquez Salas 2002). 
However, I prefer to describe the señas in a slightly more general way—as 
effects of a process of co-indexing between forces and forms that partially 
reflect each other and in which it is possible to intervene. Thus, señas are con-
nected with the past and future of the relationships at stake, such as fertility 
(see also Kohn 2013: 32–33).
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I will return now to the butchering sequence. After ‘making meat’ comes 
the skinning of the body, involving the opening of the thorax, separation of 
the legs, evisceration, emptying of the stomach and intestines, and cleaning 
off the remaining blood. These treatments reveal a very specific topology: to 
separate things that were together, to join others that were separate, to open, 
to wrap, to turn, to bend, to unfold. Shepherds emphasize that these processes 
and treatments must be conducted in the proper way (doblar bien, envolver 
bien, voltear bien). A textile vocabulary better describes these operations and 
the ontological status of these manipulated parts, because skin and meats are 
las ropitas de los animales (the little clothes of animals). Skinning is associated 
with an evaluation that is especially concerned with a specific relational force 
that is still present in fresh and wet meat and bones: suerte (luck).

In the Southern Andes, suerte is a widespread concept that broadly points 
to the possibility of carrying out successful activities (Arnold and Yapita 2001; 
Bugallo 2014; Bugallo and Vilca 2011). People can occasionally be lucky in busi-
ness, agriculture, or mining, among other pursuits. Luck is not necessarily unlim-
ited, and it may end or be damaged, depending on the relationships established 
with others. It is neither an abstract concept, since it can be seen, fed, and cre-
ated, nor an individual one, since it is immanent in the network of relationships 
of people (Arnold and Yapita 2006: 233–234). In this context, suerte is a relational 
force that sustains the possibility of becoming a shepherd. It is a connection 
between different kinds of beings that develops from the first years of life when 
children begin to deal with animals (Arnold and Yapita 2001: 102). All shepherds 
must have some suerte, but it is not an internal property. Shepherds’ suerte is 
visible in their connections with herds: not only in the well-behaved, perfect 
unit of the haciendas, but also inside animals, wrapped in their bodies. Suerte 
has material and sensitive forms that are held together by bones, flesh, and 
viscera—by the guts and gallbladder especially, but also by every wet part (Paz-
zarelli 2017). It can be seen and touched, since organs are ‘relations’ (Bastien 
1985), but it disappears along with the humidity that evaporates from the meat.

Among the manipulated viscera is the gut corral, the upper colon. Other 
intestines are separated from their adipose tissue, emptied, curled, and twisted 
like threads to eat. Yet the corral is the object of special attention because it is 
full of suerte. Extracted with care and never unfolded, its content is released 
by making a longitudinal knife cut that, although threatening its integrity, does 
not affect the disposition of the intestine, the relation between its loops, or its 
circumference. Thus ‘whole’, it is roasted and eaten by the shepherds or some 
other member of the house; it is not shared with guests. If this corral is mis-
treated, the goats’ pens, made of stones and wood, would ‘unfold’ too, affect-
ing the desired unity of animals. Likewise, mistreated animals will not develop 
viscera with suerte. Many domestic punishments and threats are imposed on 
those who carelessly manipulate the viscera and work against suerte.
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This special treatment points to relations where viscera and pens are linked 
by morphological resemblances. Observation of the corral practiced during 
butchering, however, suggests something even more interesting. Its form pro-
poses an original description of how movements of entrance and exit, and the 
relations between inside and outside, are connected. In the gut corral, the cen-
tripetal force becomes centrifugal, and both movements, which are in the same 
direction, are connected in the central flexure. When shepherds affirm that the 
gut ‘looks like a corral’,” they do not refer only to the circular analogy; they also 
refer to these internal forms and forces. They point and follow with the finger 
the turns of the guts, the flexure, the entrances, and the exits. The corral ‘looks 
like a corral’ because of these turns too, which are appreciated as a redundancy 
of the movements and forces that live in stone pens.2 It could be said that the 
gut corral, wrapped inside the animal body and identified as a seña index by the 
shepherds, at the same time evokes and invokes the corral that is outside, both 
when it recalls the outer corral as a set of forces of entrance and exits, twisted 
and folded on itself, and when the shepherds desire it whole and united for 
the future, and vice versa. Both corrals are señas, ‘reflections’ of the other, and 
affect and stimulate each other, as the huacheño shepherds explain (see also 
Arnold et al. 1996: 392; Kohn 2013: 32–33). However, as I have suggested, this 
could go further. When opening an animal body, shepherds not only interpret 
external forces between corrals; they are also looking for themselves. They 
open and unfold a body and rummage through the twisted viscera to find and 
examine a part of the relations that constitute them as herders—the wet suerte.

Twists, Folds, and Wraps

In several regions of the Southern Andes, every being is defined by the ánimu. 
All humans, plants, animals, and mountains have some ánimu. Considered to 
be a main spirit (Allen 1982, 2015; Bastien 1985; Bugallo and Vilca 2011), it has 
sometimes been described as a ‘shadow’ that accompanies the body, a ‘double 
that animates’ (Ricard Lanata 2007; Tylor 2000). In Huachichocana, the ánimu 
is generally described as a part of the person, often invisible, which is inside 
the body; its loss is always described as an ‘exit’ (Bugallo and Vilca 2011; Ricard 
Lanata 2007). This inside-outside relation is never absolute and is best thought 
of as consecutive wrappings—like those of a textile—between ánimu and body, 
where it is hard to define what is inside of what (Pazzarelli 2017).

The connections between ánimu (and other spirits) and a textile topology 
have been fully investigated in the Southern Andes from different perspectives 
(see Arnold and Yapita 2006; Arnold et al. 1996; Bugallo 2014; Cereceda (1976) 
2010; Dransart 1995; Flores Ochoa 1977). In their ethnography of the Aymara 
highlands, Arnold and Yapita (2001) show the multiple connections between 
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wool strands and textile wrappings associated with the possibility of existence 
and life. The first twist begins when the threads of blood and semen cross and 
fold to form the fetus that will then be wrapped in a woman’s womb (Bastien 
1985; Platt 2002). Newborns will be progressively wrapped repeatedly by textiles, 
until they become fully ‘bundled’ human beings. These “concentric wrappings” 
(Arnold and Yapita 2001: 35) involved in the constitutions of persons, however, 
are not just like circles, one inside another (cf. Platt 1986). They are better 
envisioned as spirals (Dransart 1995) whose loops cannot be easily described as 
internal to some individual, because some loops are others’ wraps (Arnold and 
Yapita 2006: 112). Beginning with the first turn, the spiral develops turn by turn 
throughout life, enabling different social relations and making a thicker thread of 
life thanks to ‘envelopes’ (such as foods, songs, and chants) provided by others 
(relatives). At one point, the spiral is twisted together with another (when get-
ting married). However, none of the threads ever stops twisting. It will continue 
until death, when the thread is unfolded as in an animal-skinning process. This 
physiological bundle is not just human: animals are bundles, too, and the shep-
herds’ care is one of their wrappings (Arnold and Yapita 2001).

In Huachichocana, the shepherds want animals with good layers of fat 
because that makes them strong, capable of protecting their vital forces and 
promoting suerte. But here I want to go a step further. On the one hand, I will 
highlight that folds and wrappings not only reflect each other but can also 
be fabricated and manipulated to connect, or disconnect, with the generative 
forces of fertility and suerte. On the other hand, some indeterminacy is inher-
ent in the opening of spiral bundles (as in the opening of an animal’s body), 
and this makes the shepherds potential prey for an external agent. To move 
forward on this, I will return to the topological description of butchering.

To Fold and to Wrap for Others

Once the skinning ends, it is time to dry the meat and the leather. The meat 
with bones (the still united set of legs, thighs, ribs, spine, and sometimes head) 
is called carne fresca (fresh meat). It is wet, full of luck, and carries some culi-
nary restrictions. It usually cannot be boiled and thus must be put to dry, tak-
ing special care to hang it volteado (everted), that is, turned inside out with its 
interior outward, in opposition to how meats wrap the viscera when the animal 
is alive. Turning fresh meat inside out is important. If it were not done in the 
proper way, the meat would parecer viva (appear to be alive) and attract preda-
tors, who would not only steal the meat but, because it is wet, would also steal 
the luck. When it is dry a day later, the meat loses this status, and the culinary 
and topological restrictions end. The last process is that of the cueritos (little 
leathers or skin). They must be carefully folded upon themselves, with their 
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legs and head arranged as if the animal were asleep and still alive, then left in 
some corner of the room. It is necessary to refold the leather como ellos son, 
dormiditos (as the animals are, asleep) at least for a few hours, ideally until 
the next day. Otherwise, the ánimu that was released but still lingers will not 
become calm and leave this world, with dire consequences for familial luck. 
It seems that the animal’s ánimu must ‘see’ the surroundings and be sure that 
there is no longer a place for it in this world. The hanging flesh is dead and 
its ‘little clothes’ are folded, resembling a live and already wrapped animal, a 
bundle where it could no longer enter. The next day, when the ánimu has left, 
the leather is put to dry in the sun, turning it inside out like the meat because 
it is still wet and connected to suerte (but no longer with ánimu).

Skins should look like living and sleeping animals; meats put to dry should 
not seem alive. Both situations are connected by the problem of resemblances 
between things and their effects on external points of view. Resemblances have 
to be modulated. If the meat is not properly turned inside out, the puma could 
steal it because it looks like a living animal. If the leather is not properly folded 
and does not look like a sleeping animal, the ánimu could be annoyed and try 
to take revenge. The aesthetic of the treatment of meats and leathers is linked 
to the need for others to ‘see’ it in a specific way: living or dead. It is because 
of others’ views that herders must do things appropriately. Shepherds must be 
persuasive since they orient others’ vision and perceptions.3 Unfolded, hanging 
meat in a corner not only makes a relation visible: it also proposes it. The rela-
tion is virtually there, but it needs the puma’s view to be completed. To wrap is 
only a part of the process because someone else (puma, ánimu) must ‘accept’ 
the description being proposed. The meat fold reverses the topology of the liv-
ing animal and opens the possibility of the existence of meat that is not com-
pletely dead for people (because it is wet, with luck) but seems to be completely 
dead to the puma. The folded leather resembles a sleeping live animal for the 
ánimu, although for people it is already an expiring life. The topological adapta-
tion helps to deal with a situation of indeterminacy: the animals were sacrificed, 
but their meats are still alive, carrying an important and shared relation that 
could be desired by others. Folding meat and leathers while dehydrating them is 
an operation of disambiguation, which at the same time enables a ‘partial con-
nection’: the meat will be dead for the puma, still alive for the ánimu.

This is linked to the importance of the gaze as a relational process. In the 
highlands, where several kilometers can be viewed without encountering any 
obstacles, the relations between seeing and being seen, showing and hiding, 
are very important. Family homes are always under gazes that cannot be con-
trolled—neighbors walking on top of a hill, wild animals lurking in the vicin-
ity—and it is therefore necessary to control what is shown, what is left outside 
the rooms, and the meats and leathers that are manipulated. Showing too 
much can arouse the envy of others or certain forms of sorcery (the so-called 
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evil eye). The usual recommendation in an encounter with a puma is to stop 
moving and stare at it so that the animal acknowledges that it is facing a fear-
less person. In other regions of the Andes, the gaze is also the means par excel-
lence to distinguish the specificity of the forms and contours of beings, thus 
avoiding ‘confusions’ (Allen 2015; Cereceda 1990). In the previous examples, 
the life (or lack of life) of meat or leather also depends on external eyes. It 
could be said that it is the ‘work of seeing’ of pumas and ánimus that makes 
things appear (Strathern 2013: 78–94). And on these occasions it is necessary 
to handle the resemblances between things to generate ‘confusions’ that may 
be productive (Kohn 2013: 84–85, 100). In the examples discussed, meats 
and leathers are folded and wrapped to show something that is not there, as 
if a mirror were made that twists the reflection of what the bodies with the 
removed viscera would show. The last example that I wish to present involves 
resemblances fabricated by neither the shepherd nor his animals’ bodies.

People’s Corrals

During señaladas (marking ceremonies),4 which are held in the summer 
(although sometimes practiced until Easter), shepherds and their guests per-
form the marking of animals. These events are loaded with complex details and 
extend for days, but I will summarize them here, highlighting four phases that 
show how these rituals are linked to the strength of circular forces and forms.5 It 
is all about fabricating corrals, using wool or persons. For each of these phases, 
it is indispensable to have guests (relatives or friends who are also shepherds) 
working under the directive of the hosts.

The first phase is defined by the arrival of the guests early in the morning. 
They will be fed and quickly put to work making the wool flowers that will 
be sewn and tied to the ears of sheep and goats. From that moment until the 
end of the ritual, hosts will provide alcohol, coca, and cigars for everyone. 
The guests sit in a circle around a ring made of crooked colored wool threads, 
twisted several times. This corral de lana (wool corral) surrounds the raw 
materials of the assignment (needles, threads, wool) and defines the limits of 
the task. Nothing can fall outside the limits of the wool corral, or the person 
responsible will be fined and forced to drink alcohol in excess (multa). Trans-
gressing the limits and turns of the corral affects luck.

In a second phase, hosts and guests leave the previous tasks and enter into 
the pen to start the work of ear marking and flower sewing. This requires 
much more energy, and a gendered division of labor is performed. Men seek 
and secure the animals in a row until they are señalados (marked) by a man 
responsible for ear cutting, while women sew the wool flowers in the animals’ 
ears. The task could extend for hours or even days. The animals often try to 
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free themselves; sometimes men and goats duel on the floor, trying to domi-
nate each other. The work ends when the men can no longer secure the ani-
mals or cut their ears with precision and painlessly, due to increasing fatigue 
and drunkenness. During all this time, the hosts make sure that the movements 
between the inside and outside of the pen are controlled and ritualized. No one 
can go in or out without drinking some alcohol or wearing a poncho. To move 
without being wrapped in a poncho (or something similar) is like being pelado 
(naked or bald)—and nothing naked (not wrapped) can be lucky. To be pelado 
is to appear to others as an ambiguous seña, like choosing not to ‘resemble’ an 
ongoing ritual that is all about wrappings. Yet carefully attending to all these 
details ensures the host’s luck.

The third phase begins with the departure of people and animals from the 
pen. Sheep and goats will be pursued by hosts and guests until all of them 
start walking, almost running, in circles, replicating the corral morphology 
from inside, like a big, living spiral.6 Meanwhile, people start to sing coplas7 to 
encourage animal movements and drink libations of alcohol and maize chicha, 
trying to reach the herds with some drops. After three rounds, the animals are 
released and then driven to the east, where there is a mojón (cairn) wrapped 
in colored wool, together with flowers, confetti, and alcoholic libations. Again, 
it is about building another corral on the cairn—this time a miniature one 
(Bugallo 2014: 341–342)—that evokes and invokes the forces of the corral from 
which the animals have just emerged. Around the mojón, people begin to sing, 
walking and dancing in circles. From then on, men and animals will separate: 
the former will remain first in the cairn and then in the house, while the latter 
will stay on the hill. However, the intimacy gained inside the corral seems to 
affect the participants (ibid.: 361). Sometimes a game is played in which some 
men take their hosts or visitors by surprise, knock them down on the floor, and 
rush to ‘mark’ them as they do with animals, but with paint. The ‘animals’ 
then writhe and fight hard to escape.

In the fourth phase, after singing some more coplas in the cairn, the guests 
are called to the house to continue singing. Once settled in a room, people 
will form a ronda (circle) and sing with their cajas (musical instruments made 
of wood and leather), while dancing non-stop in circles to their right, with 
slow and wobbly movements. The hosts will offer drinks, coca, and cigars 
throughout the night. The ronda must last at least until dawn; ideally, everyone 
should sing all night. In the morning, the guests will be released: they can have 
breakfast and leave. While drunkenness sometimes makes it difficult to finish 
the work inside the corral, it does allow for beautiful rondas during the fourth 
part of the ritual. After making wool flowers and managing the animals inside 
the corral, the guests are expected to sing. Mouths and throats sing without 
stopping throughout the night, while people dance in rondas along with the 
rhythm of the cajas. Singing is working: it is part of the expected task of a good 
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guest. At times, drunkenness can cause the singers to slump, or it can unleash 
fights. None of these situations is appreciated. Sleeping is not an option either, 
except for older guests. In any case, well-modulated drunkenness can fabricate 
a highly valued aesthetic expression—that of a perfect circle round of singing, 
music, and dance, sustained for hours without stopping. A perfect circle round 
is always a good seña of future fertile relations.

When hosts invite guests to such an event and when guests talk about it, 
the potential joy of the ceremony is described by the possibility of singing in a 
ronda. Going to a marking ceremony is described as ir a cantar (going to sing). 
Consequently, a good ritual is defined by the quality and duration of its rondas, 
of those circles and spirals, as a result of the successful attentions of the hosts: 
food and drink in appropriate quantities, leaving potential workers-singers nei-
ther very sober nor very drunk. When a ronda de coplas is solidly constituted 
through strong voices and dancing bodies, that is when those relations become 
visible. In that moment, it is evident to everybody involved that the guests have 
accepted the hosts’ attentions and can be described as full guests. Full guests, 
intoxicated in an acceptable way, are señas of well-conducted relations: the 
herder-hosts know how to do things properly. And the relations are there, in 
the ronda, for all to see.

The task of the shepherd-hosts is to balance the need to attract their animals 
and the possibility of losing them forever if they do not know how to take care 
of them. The host-shepherds are busy seducing their guests in the face of the 
ever-present possibility of losing them forever. The forces that raise/care for ani-
mals-guests always act against the inevitable possibility that they will become 
wild/drunks. In both cases, nurturing relationships (in other words, suerte) con-
nect centripetal and centrifugal forces that act against each other. That is why 
the final evaluation of the ritual is so important. In a ronda de coplas, guests 
lend their bodies to make visible the relations of which the hosts are (or wish 
to be) made. The shepherd-guests act as obedient animals, helping to fabricate 
señas and to connect the host to the good and fertile nurturing relations that 
every shepherd desires. Between hosts and guests there will be no envy or 
competition at the marking ceremony, as there might be in other domestic situ-
ations. Everyone knows that the lead perspective of the ritual is that of the host, 
and nobody can challenge it. The shepherd-hosts watch their guests singing 
with the same attention that they observe the viscera when butchering animals, 
trying to recognize themselves in those señas.

Fabricating Reflections

As I have pointed out, the gut corral is a seña that informs shepherds about 
the general condition of a herd of animals and their present and future fertility. 
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However, this is not just a morphological analogy or an omen. Instead, we 
could say that some señas refer to events that had already begun to happen 
in another place. Although they are invisible as such, they can appear and 
be recognized in other things such as guts. These señas do not point to pos-
sibilities but to facts with which they have some continuity. For example, the 
poor condition of a gut corral is a reflection of the health of animals that have 
already begun to fall ill; or a failed round of music is a seña of nurturing rela-
tions that are no longer working. More than analogies of static morphological 
relations, señas could be described as effects of the same force, enacted in two 
specific forms. The resemblance should be read in this sense: the shepherds’ 
evaluations of corrals testify that everything is still in place, that they are still 
connected with the same forces in a healthy way, a reflection partially con-
nected to the classic definition of señas (Arnold 1996; Kessel and Enríquez 
Salas 2002). However, this idea can be further developed.

The seña of the gut corral is inscribed in a different ontological plane. The 
inside of the animal body, where the twisted viscera are wrapped, is not part 
of the same world to which people and the stone pen belong—at least not 
completely. The difference between inside and outside, however, is not an 
absolute one; it depends on the thickness of the wrapping, on the quantity of 
loops. During my fieldwork, the shepherds subtly taught me that observing 
the viscera allows for a more effective observation of the health of relations, 
as if avoiding the mediation of so many wrappings. But at the same time, the 
scarcity of wrappings gives them fragility: if not treated with care, the gut corral 
can be easily ruined or even fall prey to others.

In the daily treatment of animals, shepherds secure these wrappings through 
practices that are easily recognizable: feeding, keeping away predators, cur-
ing, and singing (Arnold and Yapita 2001). These practices deal with suerte, 
although through the mediation of many intermediary twists and wrapping: 
luck in the stone pen is not visible in such clear and direct ways as in the guts. 
However, it is there to be seen, experienced, and manipulated. During the 
marking ceremonies, on the other hand, the shepherds make these breeding 
relations emerge using the bodies and throats of their guests to fabricate a tem-
porary, almost ephemeral, corral. They fabricate the seña of which they wish 
to be a part, so as to stimulate resemblances in other dimensions of their lives. 
Again, we see the shepherds trying to find themselves in the bodies and affec-
tions of others, as when they stir up the viscera of their animals. We are refer-
ring to forms that, in the shepherds’ eyes, allow the capture and emergence 
of forces that would otherwise be invisible (Viveiros de Castro 1996: 117): the 
corrals are similar because they both present and describe a force, twisted in a 
particular morphology and topology.

Hacer las cosas bien (doing things properly)—making meat, folding, wrap-
ping, feeding, dancing—allows relations to continue to be similar, to resemble 
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each other and then still connect with the same force, like a permanent and 
ongoing effort for the fabrication of ‘sameness’ (see the introduction to this 
issue). But these force-forms always demand to be seen in order to be com-
pleted. Herding relationships can be evaluated in viscera, and their señas can 
be fabricated and modulated in rondas to be seen by shepherds, family mem-
bers, and guests. In these evaluations, the health of the relationships is secured 
when it is incorporated in the shepherd’s view. It could be said that this ‘work 
of seeing’ (Strathern 2013) points to the unambiguous recognition (and some-
times fabrication) of these forces and forms (as corrales, pens, and rondas), 
helping these relationships to continue to be replicated everywhere, making 
them part of a larger generative movement.

Arnold and Yapita (2001) propose that similar arguments regarding growing 
connections between fertile forces are close to the ‘merographic connection’ 
described by Strathern (1992; see also Arnold 1996). The merographic con-
nection refers to the way in which different sets of relationships are connected 
to others through an act of redescription and are thus included in another 
context, all associated with a ‘procreative model’, as suggested by Strathern 
(1992: 72–87). Strathern states that “the very act of description makes what is 
being described a part of something else” (ibid.: 204n21), which “rests in the 
(Western) apperception that persons work to bring into relationship with one 
another whole different orders of phenomena, as different ways of knowing the 
world and as different perspectives on it” (ibid.: 205n22). According to Arnold 
and Yapita (2001: 200–201), this is similar to some Andean ways of thinking and 
building relations that try to connect different domains of experience (by creat-
ing similarities between pens, one might say) in order to stimulate fertility and 
luck. This could also be described through reproductive, causative, or stimulus 
analogies—those that, given specific similarities, provoke certain reactions and 
seek to connect different dimensions of the world (Arnold 1996: 22; Arnold et 
al. 1992: 172; Arnold et al. 1996: 392, 406–410). Following this approach, all 
shepherds and animals grow together within the framework of mutually depen-
dent relations (Arnold and Yapita 2001; see also the introduction to this issue). 
I think this connection between merographic and Andean thinking could be 
useful in some contexts, as in the ronda de coplas, where the guests lend their 
bodies and voices to join the perspective of the shepherd-host, which prevails 
over all others. However, the ethnography of butchering is slightly different and 
does not resemble a merographic connection.

It is important to bear in mind that the animal body is the result of an 
intense process of mutual constitution with the shepherd. As a result, the 
butchering process illustrates that, inside animals, shepherds find organs that 
are, in fact, relations (Bastien 1985). It could be argued that these organs are 
never objects; they are always parts of other subjects (Strathern 1992).8 This 
situation has strong resemblances with the Mesoamerican thought about folds 
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and wrappings analyzed by Pitarch (2013), where the beings constitute an 
open set of wrapped perspectives. Persons (and other beings) are bundles 
composed of other parts of persons (and other beings). Pitarch’s work proposes 
a Mesoamerican rereading of Amazonian perspectivism since these folds and 
wrappings act as perspectives that are not always compatible with each other 
and must be correctly handled to avoid falling prey to strange beings (ibid.: 
118–119; cf. Lima 2002; Viveiros de Castro 1996). This may represent a case of 
topological perspectivism: the connections between different beings and per-
spectives depend on the correct execution of the operations of wrapping and 
unwrapping. By alternately showing and hiding, these operations orient the 
development of alien gazes.9 

Similarly, in Huachichocana the topological operations at times have to deal 
with the gazes of other beings, and the worlds enacted by these relations can-
not be easily incorporated in other perspectives without danger. The folding 
and wrapping of meat and leather take care of modulating the connections 
with other beings, assuming the ambiguous position that the moist parts of ani-
mals possess. To topologically manage this ambiguity is to assume that animal 
sacrifice and butchering connect different sides of the world, different beings 
(since part of the shepherd is retained in the moist animal meat), and that this 
connection will persist until the dehydration process ends. This is when pumas 
and ánimus could dangerously pounce into shepherds’ relations. The human 
relational world is always being challenged by external points of view and can 
sometimes be seduced into seeing some things and not others—an ‘art of seduc-
tion’ as an aesthetic modulation of perspectives (Lagrou 2007: 137–155). In 
these situations, the topological adjustments try to modulate and lead the puma 
and the ánimu’s gaze so that it develops in a direction that does not affect the 
shepherd’s world of relations. The process of wrapping and everting meats and 
leathers introduces a difference and prevents a connection. As Strathern (1999: 
247–249) argues, in the merographic connection “each perspective in including 
another viewpoint as a part of itself must exclude the other as a perspective,” 
while “[in perspectivism] the point at which the viewer was conscious that he 
or she had a perspective on things would be the point at which he or she would 
meet (so to speak) the reciprocal perspectives of other life forms. Each would 
thus include the other’s perspective as a perspective.” 

This point of view could be useful in thinking about those fabricated señas 
in Huachichocana that attempt to keep worlds apart. After exploring analogi-
cal and merographic thought in the Andes, a more recent book by Arnold and 
Yapita (2006: 272–274) poses some similar arguments about the constitution of 
the self in relation to the other. They argue that in certain situations the logics 
of ontological predation are expressed in a similar way to how they are defined 
for lowland perspectivism—as a vital process of incorporation of the other 
(as a subject) into the self (Viveiros de Castro 1996). In some contexts, suerte 
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would also be the result of a similar process: “‘Luck’ designates an aspect of 
the fertilizing forces incarnate in the captured enemy that has to be released. 
In releasing this ‘luck’, the captured thoughts in the head of the other are 
thereby transformed for one’s own benefit” (Arnold and Yapita 2006: 233; see 
also 274). This Andean modulation of perspectivism (Allen 2015), as well as 
the Mesoamerican one (Pitarch 2013), has descriptive potential to further uti-
lize our ethnographic data. Arnold and Yapita’s (2006) interpretation of suerte 
rests on descriptions of warlike situations involving the capture of enemies 
and is more or less literal, depending on the case. In our example, the relation 
is between non-coincident human and non-human perspectives that challenge 
one another and can occasionally be described as enmity, especially between 
pumas and shepherds fighting for sheep and goats. 

The question that emerges, then, is, why would a folded meat that ‘looks 
dead’ not be interesting from the puma’s perspective? In this sense, a folded 
‘dead’ meat is pure object, and because of this the puma will not want to 
wrap itself with it (as in a merographic connection when things-as objects are 
incorporated into one’s perspective). Instead, as the shepherds with whom I 
worked maintain, the puma is interested in the ‘lucky’ meat, the ‘still alive’ 
meat, with a ‘shepherd’ inside. The puma wants that meat because of its per-
spectival quality and not despite it (see Strathern 2013: 388–391). Using the 
forces of topological relations to seduce others’ vision, as in the case developed 
by Pitarch, the huacheño shepherds disguise and hide their suerte retained by 
the moist meat. We are in the presence of almost simultaneous relations that 
express the existence of two non-coincident perspectives about the same thing 
(see also Arnold and Yapita 2006: 100). This is perhaps what the shepherds 
tried to teach me: when the puma looks at the hanging meat, it does not see 
what we see. It sees what the shepherd sees as only a part of reality, but upon 
seeing it, that ‘part’ becomes a ‘whole’ for the puma (Lima 2002). Only in this 
way does the puma move away from the houses disregarding the ‘dead’ meat. 
Here, the reflection capacity of señas is twisted to reflect just a part of the 
animal-shepherd bundle, like a skewed mirror. And that could approximate a 
perspective definition of seña.

Closing Remarks

In this text I have attempted to describe and analyze the forces that in the South-
ern Andes exist in connection with others—forces that reflect each other mutu-
ally yet never identically. They are redundant relations of similarity (Platt 1986), 
vital for life and fertility, which nonetheless always emerge in specific forms, dif-
ferentiating each being or set of relations. I have developed this analysis through 
the idea of   seña, understood as a resemblance or co-indexing process between 
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beings or parts of beings, and through specific examples involving the corral and 
its capability to promote suerte. Corral and suerte are presented as coincident 
forces/forms that are potentially present in viscera, material structures, objects 
(wool), body movements, and dances. In line with the introduction to this 
special issue, these resemblances point toward an idea of   mutual dependence 
between beings (Arnold and Yapita 2001; Bugallo 2014; Lema 2014). Each 
being or context connects with the same corral (the same topological force 
of the circle and the spiral) and the same luck, although corral and luck are 
always expressed as something different for each of them. Similar arguments 
are found in other regions of the Andes (Allen 2015; Arnold 1996; Arnold et al. 
1992; Franquemont et al. 1992). From these points of view, connecting differ-
ent dimensions of life would imply incorporating corral and suerte into a larger 
generative movement, activating stimulus analogies or merographic connec-
tions in their Andean modulation.

But the ontological status of the topological relations in Huachichocana sup-
poses other interesting movements, because relations can sometimes be evalu-
ated, manipulated, and fabricated to avoid connections rather than activate 
them. Resemblances are not always encouraged; not all topological operations 
seek unambiguous relationships, nor do they attempt to intensify connections 
between forces and forms. All this is made explicit in the butchering process. 
When shepherds kill and open an animal, they find not just the traces of an 
external ‘individual’ or object capable of being incorporated as part of other 
things (as in a merographic connection). They also find a trace of a person, a 
trace of themselves wrapped in their animals that could be potential prey for 
others. When folding meats and leathers, shepherds try to prevent their world 
from resembling the world of the pumas by making it unattractive to them. 
These operations that disguise the subjects wrapped in animal bodies are 
intended to keep things separate, to reinforce difference. The analysis in this 
article advances these concepts, proposing some ideas to think about relation-
ships as forces/forms that can (and sometimes must) be twisted.

I have argued that the perspectival quality of these Andean relations resem-
bles both the Amazonian (Allen 2015; Arnold and Yapita 2001, 2006) and the 
Mesoamerican (Pitarch 2013) models. But before attempting to find perspectiv-
ism in the Andes, we can use the descriptive and analytical potential of these 
concepts to better describe our contexts (as also pointed out by Allen 2015). 
Resorting to the discussion on perspectivism allows us to emphasize that not 
all topological relations, or señas, linked to suerte can be described as analogi-
cal. Analogies and merographic connections are only a part of the story. To 
fully comprehend the shepherds’ world of relations, it is necessary to intro-
duce the topological Andean version of the difference of perspectives. In the 
examples provided in this article, these differences are expressed in terms of 
predatory relations (ánimu-shepherd, puma-shepherd). In the literature, these 
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dangerous or destructive relations have often been treated as counterparts 
of fertility, as if, in a process of taming, the shepherds incorporate danger or 
destruction in their lives as fuel to boost fertility. But in this dual balance, the 
weight of fertility is always greater.

This type of merographic connection, which subsumes danger (as an object) 
under fertility, can be useful to analyze some cases, as in the rounds of coplas, 
when current enmities between shepherds are suspended to join the perspec-
tive of the host. But other contexts simply do not operate like that. When 
shepherds fold leathers and meats, they look for a different type of connection; 
they are attentive to the gaze of the pumas, who seem to have little interest 
in fertility. It is not a perspective added to another here. It is two points of 
view that cannot be simultaneous: one challenges the other. Shepherds defend 
themselves by twisting relations, folding meats and leathers so that the world 
‘looks like’ something else. 

At this point, the ethnography of Huachichocana can perhaps provide ele-
ments to think about an Amerindian theory of relations that needs no totalizing 
models. Drawing comparisons with the lowlands and Mesoamerica (even with 
Melanesia) can be helpful to explore continuities between ways of fabricating 
relations that overcome the so-called ontological barriers. The viscera of the 
huacheños may be useful to illustrate that many almost simultaneous worlds 
exist between fertility and predation.
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Notes

 1. Harris (1986: 279n16) suggests that the notion about circular forms could even 
precede that about squares and corners characteristic of the Inca period.

 2. On the generative force of forms, see Arnold and Yapita (2001) and Franque-
mont et al. (1992). 

 3. I use the verb ‘orient’ in connection with Strathern’s (1992: 57) commentary 
on Munn’s work in Melanesia: “The very process of making something visible 
is a social act that orients the entity (person, vessel) outwards towards those 
in whose eyes it appears.”

 4. The word señalada derives from the Spanish words señal and señales, in refer-
ence to the ceremonial cuts made in the ears of animals; but it has no relation, 
far as I know, to the word seña.

 5. Full descriptions of similar events can be found in Arnold and Yapita (2001), 
Bugallo (2014), and Dransart (1991).

 6. Dransart (1995: 236) makes a similar observation about the Isluga community 
in northern Chile: “The dance movements inside the corral, during the earlier 
part of the ceremony, more closely reflect the stages involved in spinning and 
plying yarn.”

 7. The copla, a poetic musical genre of mixed origin (pre-Hispanic and Spanish), 
generally employs four thematically linked verses.

 8. Drawing on Wagner (1977), Strathern (1992: 79) explains this in more detail: 
“When a Melanesian looks inside a person (a relation), he or she finds other 
persons (relations). But such a relative is thereby composed of other relatives 
only insofar as the person takes on the task of attending to them. A flow of 
substance may be perceived as a reason for a counter-flow of gifts, thus pro-
ducing a social relationship that contains the flow … The Melanesian person 
thereby sustains the image of flowing substance through the wealth that is 
returned in the opposite direction, even as his or her descendants may return 
the flow (the substance) to him or her.”
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 9. References to ‘topological’ mirrors and reflections are also present in Meso-
america. As Pitarch (2013: 24) puts it: “The mirror does not reflect: it unwraps, 
it unfolds.”
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